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Abstract — This paper describes the ICDAR2017 competition on post-OCR text correction and presents the different methods submitted by the participants. OCR has been an active research field for over the past 30 years but results are still imperfect, especially for historical documents. The purpose of this competition is to compare and evaluate automatic approaches for correcting (denoising) OCR-ed texts. The challenge consists of two independent tasks: 1) error detection and 2) error correction. An original dataset of 12M OCR-ed symbols along with an aligned ground truth was provided to the participants with 80% of the dataset dedicated to the training and 20% to the evaluation. Different sources were aggregated and namely contain newspapers and monographs covering 2 languages (English and French). 11 teams submitted results, while the difficulty of the task was underlined by the fact that only half of the submitted methods were able to denoise the evaluation dataset on average. In any case, this competition, which counted 35 registrations, illustrates the strong interest of the community in this essential problem, which is key to any digitization process involving textual data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The accuracy of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technologies considerably impacts the way digital documents are indexed, accessed and exploited [1], [2]. During the last decades, OCR engines have been constantly improved and are able today to return exploitable results on mainstream documents. But in practice, digital libraries contain many transcriptions with a quality lower than expected. Ancient documents with challenging layouts and various levels of conservation such as historical newspapers still resist to modern OCR systems. Also, formerly digitized resources processed with outdated OCRs are rarely re-sent through the latest state-of-the-art digitization pipeline, as priority is often given to the ever-growing masses of newly incoming documents. Therefore, post-OCR approaches and benchmarks to evaluate the progress of the community in that field are more than ever needed.

Since 2003, more than 60 competitions have been organized in the different editions of ICDAR (2 in 2003, 3 in 2005, 3 in 2007, 9 in 2009, 17 in 2011, 17 in 2013 and 11 in 2015) but none of them were related to OCR post-correction approaches, although many techniques have been the subject of publication during these years [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].

In this context, the competition was open to researchers from several fields (document analysis, natural language processing, data analysis, text data mining, machine learning...) to challenge their method(s) for improving/denoising OCR-ed texts. The benefit is double as it gives a global overview of the methods developed by the community and it sets down a common baseline for further works.

An analysis of the state of the art shows that it remains difficult to find benchmarks to assess the performance of OCR correction algorithms. This competition focused on a newly released challenging dataset: 12 million characters in 2 languages. The dataset was distributed along with the metrics described in Section II-C and the corresponding evaluation script.

II. COMPETITION SETUP

A. Tasks description

It has been decided to divide the challenge into 2 independent tasks (see Fig. 1), each focusing on a non-overlapping split of the dataset. This decision is meant to open the competition to a larger audience and also to include teams that only have a partial working system. Indeed, the possibility to bypass the first task can be supportive as the dataset is relatively noisy and thus could potentially lead to discouraging scores during the training phase. The two tasks of 1) detection and 2) correction are described below.

Fig. 1. Two tasks: error detection and error correction.

Task 1 - Detection of OCR errors: Given the raw OCR-ed text only, the participants are asked to provide the position and also the length of the suspected erroneous tokens. The length information is non-trivial; it is necessary in the case of words that are wrongly split (e.g. OCR-ed separators such as spaces, hyphens or line breaks).

Task 2 - Correction of OCR errors: Given the OCR-ed text in their context (position and length), the participants are asked to provide, for each error, a ranked list of replacement
candidates (the list may contain only one). The ability to provide multiple candidates enables the evaluation of semi-automated techniques as we will detail later.

B. Dataset

The proposed dataset [1] has been built within the AMÉLIOCR project1 on OCR post-correction. It accounts for 12M OCR-ed characters along with the corresponding Ground Truth (GT), with an equal share of English- and French-written documents (see Table I). The documents come from different digital collections available, among others, at the National Library of France (BnF) and the British Library (BL). The corresponding GT comes both from BnF’s internal projects and external initiatives such as Gutenberg, Europeana Newspapers, IMPACT and Wikisource.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>SOURCES, QUANTITIES AND AVERAGE CHARACTER ERROR RATES (E.R.) INVOLVED IN BOTH ENGLISH AND FRENCH PARTS OF THE DATASET.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng.</td>
<td>BL Monog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GT BnF Eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euro GP NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMPACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL Monog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digit. BnF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>Monog other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degraded documents sometimes result in highly noisy OCR output and thus cannot reasonably be fully aligned with their GT. The unaligned sequences have not been included in the presented statistics (e.g. number of characters and error rates). Error rates vary according to the nature and the state of degradation of the documents. Historical newspapers for example, due to their complex layout and their original fonts have been reported to be especially challenging for OCR engines with up to 10% of wrongly detected characters in some documents.

A first part of the dataset (80%) was provided to the participants for training and testing purposes, and the rest (20%) has been used by the organizers for evaluation. Moreover, as the input of “Task 2) correction” contains the answers of “Task 1) detection”, each task was assigned to a different subset of the corpus. Fig. 2 illustrates on a sample file the format provided to the participants. Tokens are simply space-separated sequences, with no restriction on punctuation (examples of tokens: “i”, “i’m”, “football”, “qm87-7lk..qs’g”). Tokens that are considered miss-aligned with the GT are indicated by the “#” signal. The “@” signal is used as padding symbol in the aligned sequences.

C. Evaluation modalities

We proposed two different scenarii to assess the performance of the methods submitted by the participants.

1Led by the National Library of France (Department of preservation and conservation) and the L3i laboratory (Univ. of La Rochelle, France)
D. Modalities and timeline of the competition

The competition was run in open mode (submission of the results but not the executables). We have relied on the scientific integrity of the authors to follow the rules of the competition. The authors were free to participate in one or both tasks, even on subparts of the dataset. The training set was made available mid-March 2017. The test set (without the GT), used for evaluating the different methods was made available on the 27th of June with 2 days given for the teams to submit their results.

III. Submitted methods

In total, 35 teams registered to the competition, for a final number of 11 submissions. The following section gives a brief description of the submitted methods. The descriptions were provided by their authors and partially curated by the competition organizers (essentially for consistency and brevity).

5gram-KN-LV - Team from LIMSI2, France

This approach applied only to task 1, combines combines a standard 5-gram language model with Kneser-Ney smoothing with Levenshtein distance measures. The training material was first preprocessed (removal of signal symbols, cleaning of hyphens and punctuations variations) to obtain a clean text, which then served as a domain-specific lexicon for French and English respectively. These domain-specific lexicons were then combined with modern lexicons taken from the TICCL implementation, and served as candidates for recognized OCR errors. We also trained n-gram (optimal n was set to 4) language models on the cleaned GT set. In the testing phase, each word/bigram/trigram was evaluated in the language model. Sequences with low probabilities were marked as potential OCR errors and further processed in the candidate generation phase. For each word in the sequence we generated possible variants within a Levenshtein distance of 2 and checked the candidate lexicons for matches. We only signaled a positive match if a candidate was found.

LSTM Monochar - Team from ICTLab, USTH3, Vietnam

This approach relies on a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model. The model was trained on the GT (lowercased, cleaned of special symbols) using a sliding window as an input and the last character as an expected output. The model then generates, from a given seed sequence, the probabilities of any character to follow. An OCR token is marked as erroneous if any character is associated with low probabilities regarding the LSTM prediction. Finally, a correction can be proposed by using the most probable character predicted by the model. To avoid any degeneration, the approach is currently limited to only one-character correction per token, which represent most of the errors anyway.

Seq2Seq - Team from GINI, Germany

This approach is based on the Seq2seq model [8] which has been specifically developed as a domain-independent model to match the input sequence to the output sequence. It is a six-layer recurrent net with LSTM cells [9] and attention mechanism [10] where the first two layers act as a decoder that matches the input character sequence of the OCR-ed text to a fixed-length vector, and the other four layers are an encoder that matches the vector to the output GT. The trained model corrects the erroneous tokens which enables us to identify the location of errors (by finding the difference between the input and output). TensorFlow has been used for model training.

BiLSTM - Team CMATER _I from Jadavpur University, India

For the detection phase, words that do not belong to common dictionaries (found online and augmented with the given training data) are considered erroneous. The correction phase relies on a modified bi-directional LSTM. The training data is used to train a first RNN (RNN1) with two hidden LSTM layers. Similarly, a second RNN (RNN2) with two hidden LSTM layers is trained on reversed data (reversing word order in each sentence). For the correction of error words, 3 words or less to the left and right of the error word/words re selected and is input to the two RNNs with left input to RNN1 and right input to RNN2. Then the next words of each input are found. The top 4 words with Levenshtein distance to the error word lower than 3 are chosen. They are in turn input to the corresponding RNNs one by one and next words to all are found. All new words found in RNN1 are matched with 2. This outputs all phrases with a matched word, sorted by multiplying the probabilities obtained from the RNNs while generating the words.

MMDT [11] - Team from Institute for NLP, Univ Stuttgart, Germany

In order to account for the nature of errors that can occur in OCR text, our MMDT (Multi-Modular Domain-Tailored) approach combines a variety of modules for post-correction. The system proceeds in the two following stages: In a first stage, a set of specialized modules suggest corrected versions for the tokenized OCR text lines. Those modules can be context-independent (work on just one word at a time) or context-dependent (an entire line text is processed at a time). Specifically, we use statistical machine translation models on token and character-unigram levels, spell checking, compound word bigrams, split words into bigrams and introduce a module that learns text-specific vocabulary from the words appearing in the input text. The second stage is the decision phase. After

---

2Laboratoire de recherche en Informatique pluridisciplinaire
3University of Science and Technology of Hanoi
the collection of various suggestions per input token, these
have to be ranked to enable a decision for the most probable
output token given the context. We achieve this by assigning
weights the different modules with the help of Minimal Error
Rate Training (MERT).

Char-SMT/NMT - Team from CLUZH\(^4\), Switzerland

Our method is based on ensembles of character-based Sta-
tistical and Neural Machine Translation (SMT/NMT) models
trained exclusively on material released for the task. For
each language and type (monographs, periodicals), we build
several models on our internal training data (taking 10% as
devset). The simplest models translate each token separately;
context models translate each token within a window of 2
preceding and one succeeding tokens; factored Neural models
additionally encode the time period (buckets of 50 years)
as an additional feature. Neural models optionally include
embeddings for glyphs. Our error detection algorithm uses
the output of the MT systems: An error exists, if our model
with the lowest Levenshtein distance on the devset proposes
a change; or if the majority of the five best systems proposes
a change; or if the OCR token did not occur in the corrected
training set; or finally, if the token and one of its neighbors
(translated/untranslated) do not occur in the corrected
training set; or if the OCR token did not occur in the corrected
system's output. We consider the input and one of its
neighbors (translated/untranslated) do not occur in the train-
ing set but their concatenation does. Our correction algorithm also relies
on models with lowest Levenshtein distance on the devset.
Suggestions of our best system result in exclusive candidates.
Otherwise the translation frequency distribution is used as n-
best list.

WFST-PostOCR - Team RAE-UAM from RAEx5, Spain

The proposed method is an application of the noisy channel
model to the OCR error correction of English and French his-
torical texts. Probabilistic character error models are estimated
from the training corpus using longest common subsequence
alignments of tokens and compiled into weighted finite-state
edit transducers. With a maximum of one edition, the error
model is applied to tokens, token splits, and concatenations
of tokens, so that token segmentation errors can be addressed.
Vocabulary and bigram language models are derived from the
Google Books Ngram Corpus, which contains OCR errors but
meets the characteristics of quantity and historical amplitude.
Using the language model and the lattice of hypotheses
generated by the error model, the best path is used to determine
the best token sequence. Finally, since historical texts do not
follow current standard spellings and typographical conven-
tions, original token’s case is applied to the system’s output.

Anavec - Team TICCL from CLS\(^6\), The Netherlands

Anavec\(^7\) is a spelling correction system that stores words
or n-grams from a lexicon and background corpus as anagram
vectors, an unordered bag-of-characters model. Words to be
corrected are similarly represented as anagram vectors and
matched with the training data to find the closest neighbors.
Anagram matches are resolved to actual correction candidates,
which are in turn scored according to the vector distance,
Levenshtein distance, frequency in background corpus, and
presence in lexicon. Finally, a stack decoder algorithm (a beam
search) incorporating also a language model component for
context sensitivity, selects the most likely correction candidates
given an input sequence. We trained this system with little to
no regard for historical spelling to keep things simple; using
Wikipedia as the background corpus and the lexicon from
Aspell. Our system does both detection and correction, but
we focused mainly on task 2. For task 1 we only participate
for French as the English version has too many false positives
as it is not aware of historical variants.

CLAM - Team from IITB\(^8\)-Monash Research Academy, India

The proposed method relies on the Character Level At-
tention Model (CLAM) with beam search used at de-
coder’s output. We used the open source system OpenNMT
(http://opennmt.net) also used in [12]). Regarding the training
phase: to take care of real word errors as well as non-word
errors, at network’s input we used the characters (with space
delimiter) from input OCR word \(o_t\) along with characters
from few words (with $ as delimiter) on its left \((o_{t-l:t-1})\) and
right \((o_{t+1:t+r})\). At network’s output we used the characters
(with space as delimiter) from Ground Truth word \(g_t\)
corresponding the input OCR word \(o_t\), \(l = 4, r = 1\) gave the
optimized results for first 3 datasets, and \(l = 6, r = 1\) for last.
Regarding the testing phase: we expect the model to jointly
learn the language as well as error patterns in OCR output.
Since our model avoids any changes on correct words, the
unchanged one are considered correct in the detection phase,
and the changed one are considered erroneous and are then
used as suggestions for the correction phase. Our goal is to
try out different contexts that are helpful to correct an OCR
word and come up with the best context that give optimized
F-Score and corrections.

2-pass-RNN - Team AMU-LIF-TALEP from LIF\(^9\), France

The system used is a multilingual one. In order to detect
possible errors in a raw OCR output, we propose an approach
based on the use of RNNs. The full process is made in
two passes, with relatively similar models. The first one
is trained at character level and the second one at word
level with features from the previous model aligned on each
word, allowing the analysis to acknowledge errors at both
character and word levels. For the correction part, we first use
another neural network model to predict the error type of each
character, if it is part of an erroneous sequence. We then detect
the document language to compare each token to a specific
dictionary and keep only the words which do not differ from
the previously predicted sequence. This allows the number of
possible answers to be reduced and we can thus compute a

\(^4\)Institute of Computational Linguistics of the University of Zurich
\(^5\)Centro de Estudios de la Real Academia Española
\(^6\)Centre for Language Studies, Radboud University Nijmegen
\(^7\)https://github.com/proycon/anavec
\(^8\)Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
\(^9\)Laboratoire d’Informatique Fondamentale de Marseille
LV distance on all candidates, which we weight with reversed POS-tagging probabilities and select the ones with the lowest weight. As a tie-breaker, we trained an n-gram language model to keep only the tokens with the highest probability.

**EFP - Team from ICTLab/USTH², Vietnam**

This method¹⁰ relies mostly on the Error Frequency Patterns (EFP) with some small variations. A rough filter was applied, in the sense that the method focuses only on tokens that are between 3 and 8 characters and ignores those including special symbols, punctuation and numbers. For Task 1, any tokens that do not belong to usual dictionaries are considered erroneous. For Task 2, the correction is done by using a pre-calculated table of error patterns. Candidates are generated by trying to switch each character (or pairs of characters) according to common error patterns, with the restriction the generated candidates belong to dictionaries.

### IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table II details the results for both Task 1 and 2 according to 4 subsets of the corpus: French language, English language, periodicals and monographs. The metrics (accuracy, recall, F-measure and %improvement) were calculated for each of these 4 subparts (technically considered as one aggregated document). The “E” symbol means the evaluation script ignored some of the proposed detection/corrections provided by the participants due to inconsistent offsets¹¹ (position not pointing to a token start). The “X” symbol corresponds to no exploitable results (e.g. incomplete participation or wrong non-fixable format). In the context of Task 2, the “x” symbol means that no global improvement was achieved. Some files may have been improved but the outcome is negative on average. The “=” symbol indicates an equal result for both the automatic and the semi-automatic approaches, which in most cases indicates that participants have provided only one candidate per correction.

The RAE-UAM team is the best performer on Task 1 with their WFST-PostOCR method achieving the best F-measure on every corpus subpart: from 0.55 on FR-monog and up to 0.73 on ENG-monog. Details on accuracies/recalls for each team are given in Subsection IV-A.

The CLUZH team is the best performer on Task 2 with their Char-SMT/NMT method achieving the best improvement rate over every corpus subpart: from 29% on FR-period and up to 44% on the FR-monog. Global details on the number of documents improved for each team are given in Subsection IV-B.

Some participants have rightly pointed out some inaccuracies in the GT such as missing or incorrect corrections. The dataset, given its important size and its nature (manually annotated, OCR/GT automatically aligned) is obviously imperfect. Those inaccuracies, although rare, can still cause harm both during the training (by misleading the final model) and the evaluation phase (by wrongly considering a right correction). Major issues, such as inconsistent hyphenations (e.g. line breaks), were handled directly in the evaluation script, and as mentioned earlier related word corrections were therefore not taken into account for the evaluation.

#### A. Task 1: Error detection

Table III shows accuracy and recall scores on the error detection task. The best performing method appears to be WFST-PostOCR which also achieves the best recalls. Its accuracy is however overpassed by the 3 following other methods (MMDT, CLAM and Char SMT/NMT) but with a much lower recall. These indicators could be taken into account depending on the intended context of use of these techniques (recall is much more important if human validation is to follow, while precision seems more important to a fully automated process).

#### B. Task 2: Error correction

Table IV gives additional details on the number of documents involved and the quantity that each method was able to improve. For those who provided multiple correction candidates, we observe slightly better results for the automatic mode than for the semi-automatic mode, which shows the limited interest of this latest kind of evaluation.

### V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the first ICDAR competition on post-OCR text correction. The challenge consisted of two independent tasks: 1) error detection and 2) error correction on an original dataset of 12M OCR-ed symbols along with an aligned ground truth. The data come from sources of different natures (newspapers and monographs) and target 2 different languages. This competition demonstrated, through formatted results provided by the participants, the performance of their systems exposed to this specific dataset and to the custom metrics described in this paper.

Concerning the first task (error detection), the WFST-PostOCR method performs the best. Its authors proposed an application of the noisy channel model [13] where probabilistic character error models were estimated from the training corpus using longest common subsequence alignments of tokens and compiled into weighted finite-state edit transducers.

Concerning the second task (error correction), the Char SMT/NMT method performs the best with respect to the official metric (weighted sum of the Levenshtein distances). It is based on a set of character-based statistical and neural machine translation models trained exclusively on material released for the task.

In order to gather and share an overview of the approaches explored by the community, we invited the participants to submit their results even in case of low performances. Their feedback has shown that some of the participants were lacking time for training and testing their systems, while some others were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute. Thus, low performing methods should not necessarily be assimilated to wrong research tracks. The submissions that resulted in low quality were struggling with formatting issues at the last minute.
scores in the context of this competition could of course work better on different conditions (datasets, languages, formats and metrics).

In perspective, it would be interesting to test a less complex format for the evaluation with full sequences provided as an input instead of a list of positions/corrections. This would require a posterior automatic alignment phase (e.g. [14]) with its pros (easier for participants), its cons (difficult support of multiple correction candidates) and its risks (miss-alignment).

In a nutshell, this competition has illustrated the difficulty scores in the context of this competition could of course work better on different conditions (datasets, languages, formats and metrics).

In perspective, it would be interesting to test a less complex format for the evaluation with full sequences provided as an input instead of a list of positions/corrections. This would require a posterior automatic alignment phase (e.g. [14]) with its pros (easier for participants), its cons (difficult support of multiple correction candidates) and its risks (miss-alignment).

In a nutshell, this competition has illustrated the difficulty of the proposed tasks as only half of the submitted approaches succeeded in enhancing the existing OCR. However, this competition also highlights the strong interest of the community for this topic, which is of primary interest for enhancing the access to patrimonial content from digital libraries.
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